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Nominals

Decline for case, number, and (answer to) gender

Part of Speech Forms
Noun hēafod, hēafdes, hēafde, hēafdu, hēafda, hēafdum
Pronoun se, þone, þæs, þām, þȳ, etc.
Adjective lēas, lēasne, lēases, leasum, lēase, etc.
Numeral þrīm/þrēo, þrēora, þrīm

(Of cardinal numerals, only 1, 2, 3 regularly decline; the rest are more or less indeclinable.)



Does Old English Not Have an Article?

Demonstrative Pronouns
(“pointy pronouns”)

Figure 1: Pronoun proximity
(derivative; source CC-BY-SA Martin Grandjean)

Table 2: Demonstrative pronouns

Proximal Distal
MnE this that
OE þes, þis, þēos se, þæt, sēo

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Zeno_Moving_Rows_Paradox.png
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The Noun Phrase

(1) sēo
the

ǣmtige
empty
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church
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Figure 2: Traditional X-bar tree analysis of (1)



The Importance of Articles and Pronouns for Parsing German

▶ Nouns have fewer distinct endings
▶ Der König (nom.); den König (acc.)

▶ Adjectives decline weak if one of several elements precedes them in the phrase, in which
case they have even fewer distinct endings

▶ Der Heilige; des Heiligen; dem Heiligen; den Heiligen;
▶ Articles, pronouns, and possessive adjectives

▶ are never declined weak
▶ are always the first element in the noun phrase
▶ have the largest number of distinct forms



The Importance of Pronouns for Parsing Old English

▶ Nouns have fewer distinct endings
▶ Se cyning (nom.); þone cyning (acc.)

▶ Adjectives decline weak if they are not the first element in the phrase, in which case they
have even fewer distinct endings

▶ Se halga; þone halgan; þæs halgan; þām halgan
▶ Pronouns

▶ are never declined weak
▶ are always the first element in the noun phrase
▶ have the largest number of distinct forms
▶ even have a fifth, instrumental case (masc. and neuter)



Distal Demonstrative Pronoun se

Masc. sg. Neut. sg. Fem. sg. Plural
Nom. se þæt sēo þā
Acc. þone þæt þā þā
Gen. þæs þæs þǣre þāra
Dat. þām þām þǣre þām
Inst. þȳ þȳ

(2) Se cyning is dēad
(3) Ic sēo þone cyning
(4) Ic eom þæs cyninges sunu
(5) Ic hȳre þām cyninge
(6) Þȳ sweorde iċ hine ofslōh



Proximal Demonstrative Pronoun þes

Masc. sg. Neut. sg. Fem. sg. Plural
Nom. þes þis þēos þās
Acc. þisne þis þās þās
Gen. þisses þisses þisse þissa
Dat. þissum þissum þisse þissum
Inst. þȳs þȳs



Personal Pronouns: First Person

1 sg. 1 dual 1 pl.
Nom. iċ wit wē
Acc. mē unc ūs
Gen. mīn uncer ūre
Dat. mē unc ūs



Personal Pronouns: Second Person

2 sg. 2 dual 2 pl.
Nom. þū ġit ġē
Acc. þē inc ēow
Gen. þīn incer ēower
Dat. þē inc ēow



Personal Pronoun: Third Person

Masc. sg. Neut. sg. Fem. sg. Plural
Nom. hē hit hēo hīe
Acc. hine hit hīe hīe
Gen. his his hire hira
Dat. him him hire him



Where Do English “Question Words” Come From?

Table 8: Modern English interrogative words

Who What Why When Where

Table 9: Old English interrogative words

Hwā Hwæt Hwȳ Hwonne Hwǣr
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Interrogative Pronoun

Masc./fem. Neut.
Nom. hwā hwæt
Acc. hwone hwæt
Gen. hwæs hwæs
Dat. hwām hwām
Inst. hwȳ hwȳ



Should I Memorize The Pronoun Paradigms?

Memorize a few; here they are ranked in descending order of importance:

1. Se, þæt, sēo
2. Hē, hit, hēo
3. Ic; wē; þū; ġē
4. Þes, þis, þēos
5. Hwā, hwæt
6. Wit, ġit

(Also possessive adjectives, which aren’t technically pronouns.)
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